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Shades of Grey

I wrote this poem for a writer’s group I belong to. We had to write 

something about colour. I chose this.

This is a poem about depression/sadness and how when you are feeling 

down it is so hard to see anything positive. I have used the colours black 

and white to illustrate. When you feel so down you do see things as 

black or white. It is so hard to find the positive and have anything in 

between. If you can find the grey, a spark of positivity it might just 

help you through and help you feel a bit better. There are so many 

shades of grey, between black and white.

I hope this helps you/the children to find the grey in your/their lives 

when everything is bleak and dark. Even a tiny spark of positivity, a ray 

of hope,  might just help.

This resource might be more suitable for secondary children due to the 

concept which might be difficult to understand for younger children.

I have included a worksheet that might be helpful.



All or nothing

Happy or not

Nothing in between

We couldn’t care a jot

The colours we feel

Are black and white

Nothing in between

There is no light

Everything is black

We see the floor

No joy in the world

We slam the big black door

Shades of Grey

Everything is white

We see the sky

Everything is wonderful

Our eyes are dry

If you really look

At the shades of black and white

There’s a colour grey

That will help you fight

Next time you feel black

Search for the grey

The clouds will move

The sun will show a ray
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Colour your day!

What does your day look like in shades of grey? White is happy and black is very 

sad. Colour the cloud.

What positive things can you find in your day?


